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Here. Click Here.Hyun Bin’s ‘The last time’

exceeds expectations, earns major win “The Last
Time”, a moving thriller starring Hyun Bin and Lee

Jung Eun, has exceeded expectations with its
performance. On its 10th episode, the drama was

ranked first in the major drama ratings index,
outperforming its rival “Reply 1988” (which also

stars Hyun Bin). According to data from the
Nielsen Korea, with 2.4 percent of the total

viewership in the demographic of people in their
20s and 30s, “The Last Time” topped the ratings
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among the other dramas this week. The drama
also dominated its rival among the viewers aged
50 and over, which recorded 2.1 percent. In this
demographic, “The Last Time” earned a score of
1.6 percent, while “Reply 1988” got 0.8 percent.

“The Last Time” is also expanding its audience on
streaming platforms. On Viki, which is one of the

world’s top video on demand (VOD) platforms, the
drama ranked second this week with 1.2 percent.
On Wednesday, its third episode, which opened

with a scene in which the character Hyun Bin was
interrogated in prison, scored 13.2 percent. The

episode also saw 9.5 percent in its peak
viewership period, which is normally the

afternoon, proving that the viewers’ interest in
“The Last Time” remains high. On Viki, which is
one of the world’s top video on demand (VOD)
platforms, the drama ranked second this week

with 1.2 percent. “The Last Time” is updating the
modern crimes of Korea through police

interrogations, where suspects are kept confined
in a small cell. There
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